Making a world
of difference
in mining
Long-term yield potential: one
of the most critical factors when
investing in a mining resource.

Flawless appointments for
future-defining positions
in mining
This is our specialism. It has earned us global recognition
as an executive recruitment, talent search and
consulting firm in a dynamic and competitive industry.
It is our singular focus, and it’s what we do best for
clients around the world. Discerning clients like you,
who realise that people have the potential to transform
organisations, so we’d better get it right. First time.
Every time.
Getting it right means taking the time to understand
the challenges facing your specific business needs. It
means putting our considerable industry insights to work
to meet those challenges with leadership or technical
talent that’s unquestionably cut out for the role, not just
as a quick fix, but for the long haul of your business.
Whether the assignment at hand is corporate or sitebased, we adopt a partnership approach with the
clients we represent.
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“

Equipped with thorough
mining sector understanding

We explore, prospect, locate and
extract the highest calibre of candidate
from across the globe
TM Partners matches the most appropriate mining talent to your
business-critical leadership roles at corporate locations, operational
sites, development projects or exploration targets globally.

Equipped with thorough mining sector understanding, we can provide
the most effective search solutions to execute your strategies and have
a lasting impact on your organisation’s bottom line.
Our aim is to provide our clients with the service excellence you’d
expect from larger firms, with the agility, creativity, and personable care
that only a boutique firm such as TM Partners provides.
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Corporate leadership
Business-critical roles that drive the success of your corporate future.

COO
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CFO/Finance

VP Projects

VP Mining
Technical Services
Process/Metallurgy

HR & Commercial

VP Exploration
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Site-based leadership
Mission-critical roles that impact every facet of your operation.

Site MD

General Manager

Technical Services
Manager

Process Manager

Engineering &
Maintenance Manager

Mine Manager

Tech Services &
Resource Geology

Process Super

Maintenance Super

Mining Super

HSE Manager

Finance & Commercial

Project Leadership

Exploration Leadership

Project Director

Exploration Manager

Project Manager

Project Controls
Management
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HR Manager

Engineering
Management

HSEQ Management

Construction
Management
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We’re centred around human
potential, around the world

Offices
Projects completed
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Our 6 steps ensure your success

1.
3.
5.

Understand the need
We immerse ourselves in your scenario. We get to grips
with the challenges you face and the demands that
the position will place on the incumbent. Every aspect is
considered: from culture match to the nitty-gritty of the
day-to-day deliverables.

Probe and evaluate
We engage with the shortlisted candidates confidentially,
assessing their appetite for the opportunity and their
suitability for the role.

Propose the selection and present the offer
Discretion and diplomacy mark this sensitive stage of
the process to ensure the most equitable outcome for
all concerned.
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2.
4.
6.

Explore and prospect
Our deep industry knowledge and a proprietary set of
rigorous checks and balances ensure we locate and
shortlist only the most appropriate prospects.

Interview for insights
Our proven interviewing techniques make for purposeful,
results-driven dialogue. We manage the process and keep
decision makers in the loop.

After placement follow-through
Our relationship with both parties continues postplacement to ensure a seamless assimilation and to confirm
that the appointment is yielding the required results.
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Rare finds
The qualities that set us apart
A trusted partnership
Companies call us when they need a dedicated specialist who will devote time
to finding the right talent; they know that we are an intelligent, collaborative
business partner, one that ultimately delivers results time after time.

Integrity
Clients and candidates are assured of complete honesty and candid counsel
at all times. We will only engage and propose candidates we consider to be
the right fit – both professionally and culturally.

Industry-insider perspective
Our industry knowledge, built over the past decade, stands our clients and
candidates in good stead. To make well informed decisions affecting the future
course of your company, we provide you with essential insights, based on
expertise spanning both human capital and mining.

Giving back
At TM Partners, we live our motto of ‘Making a difference”. We’ve made
charitable donations throughout our history, and we continue to work with a
number of initiatives that make a difference to individuals and communities.
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How our clients rate us
I have worked with Tom over several years now, during which he has
sought out and helped secure many of our most successful hires.
In an industry as varied as exploration and mining, finding candidates
with the right experience and ‘fit’ to suit the business is key to adding
value and the long-term success of the employment. Tom has impressed
me with his ability to understand what makes up the right candidate and
his proactive approach to seeking them out, clearly based on years of
experience in the sector.
Tom’s assistance has saved me considerable time, minimised disruption
due to excessive staff turnover, and most importantly introduced people
that are now the cornerstone of our business today.

If you are looking for a dedicated business partner who will help you
understand the global landscape of talent and provide guidance to
make the best hiring decision then I recommend Tom and TM Partners.
He has been instrumental in helping us secure talent for key leadership
and technical roles that require strategic sourcing.
Tom is a head-hunter who provides mining expertise, high quality of work
and superb communication, which I value strongly.
Jason Johnstone
Global Talent Manager - Kinross Gold Corporation

Fabian Baker
Managing Director – Kingsrose Mining Limited
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Experience.
The difference.
Contact us
TM Partners Ltd
1a The Quadrant Courtyard
Quadrant Way, Weybridge
Surrey, KT13 8DR
United Kingdom
+44 (0) 204 509 8001
contact@tmpartnersgroup.com
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